A recent report in PNAS that Candidatus Nanohaloarchaeum antarcticus requires haloarchaeon Halorubrum lacusprofundi for growth expands the list of known symbiotic or parasitic associations between the members of DPANN archaea, which are relatively small cells with reduced genomes and limited metabolic capacity, and freeliving archaea. In line with previous studies addressing the enigmatic mechanism(s) for the transfer of metabolites from Ignicoccus hospitalis to Nanoarchaeum equitans, this new study presents additional evidence supporting a direct cytoplasmic connection facilitated by the fusion of parasite's membrane with that of its host. Here I show that this novel mechanism for accessing the host resources by a membrane fusing mechanism, which eliminates the need for sophisticated multivalent transport systems, is fundamentally similar to that employed by several viral lineages. These new findings support an evolutionary model on the origin of incipient viral lineages from parasitic cellular lineages that started their parasitic life cycle by fusing with their host cells.
In PNAS, Hamm et al. (1) report that Candidatus Nanohaloarchaeum antarcticus (Ca. Nha. antarcticus) requires haloarchaeon Halorubrum lacusprofundi (Hrr. lacusprofundi) for growth. Their study expands the list of known symbiotic/parasitic associations between the members of DPANN archaea, which are relatively small cells with reduced genomes and limited metabolic capacity, and free-living archaea (2) .
With the discovery of Nanoarchaeum equitans as an ectoparasite of the archaeon host Ignicoccus hospitalis, one of the most pressing and fascinating questions concerned the mechanism(s) for the transfer of metabolites and other components (3) . After dozens of studies, there is convincing evidence that the mechanism involves direct cytoplasmic connection between N. equitans and I. hospitalis, facilitated by the fusion of their membranes (3, Fig. 1 ). Remarkably, Hamm et al. present evidence not only for the dependence of Ca. Nha. antarcticus on its haloarchaeon host, but also for the membrane/cellular fusion process as a putative transfer mechanism (Fig. 1) .
The fusion of a parasitic cellular organism with its host cell increases the parasite's access to the host resources, without the need for sophisticated transport systems (3; Fig. 1 ). More significantly, though, the parasite can access to the host's information processing machineries, including the ribosomes, which creates unique parasitic and evolutionary opportunities not easily accessible for parasites that maintain an integral membrane and cellular structure throughout their life cycle. This scenario is in line with a radical hypothesis on the evolutionary origin of incipient viral lineages from parasitic cellular lineages that start their parasitic life cycle by fusing with their host cells (4-6; Fig. 1 ). A critical premise for this evolutionary model is that only parasitic lineages that have a cellular and molecular composition compatible with that of their host cells (e.g. an archaeal lineage parasitizing another archaeal lineage) have the opportunity to evolve into a viral lineage (4-6); this implies that a bacterial lineage parasitizing an eukaryal host cell, for example, might not be able to evolve into a viral lineage regardless of the degree of their genome/proteome reduction. Another intriguing inference from this model is that numerous parasitic cellular lineages evolved into viral lineages throughout the history of life and that this process might still be active. So, are Nanohaloarchaeota emerging viral lineages?
The question "What is a virus?" had puzzled scientists and scholars ever since first viruses were identified at the turn of the 19th century and, with the discovery of complex 'giant viruses' (7) and 'huge phages' (8) , it is as pertinent as ever (4-9). The traditional criteria for differentiating viral lineages from cellular lineages based on size, or on genetic, proteomic and metabolic complexity, are no longer valid and impede progress; indeed, absent these obsolete criteria, we might have learned about the viral nature of "small cocci bacteria," "endocytobionts," and "archaeal endosymbionts" (eventually identified as mimiviruses, pandoraviruses, and pithoviruses, respectively), many years, if not decades earlier.
In a 'Behind the Paper' narrative (10), Ricardo Cavicchioli mentioned that Antartic Nanohaloarchaeota were discovered accidentally while searching for viruses infecting haloarchaea. Unknowingly, though, Hamm et al. discovered a true 'viral treasure trove,' as Antartic Nanohaloarchaeota represent promising experimental models for the fusion theory on the origin of incipient/ancestral viral lineages (4, 6). 
